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SERVICES I OFFER YOU

A. Consultation & education with advice BUT no personal styling session 

B. Consultation & education with advice & styling session

C. Consultation & education with advice & styling session, routine monthly/yearly 
check-ups

*price upon request due to hourly rate

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

- Grooming & personal hygiene 
- Interiors/ decor



EDUCATION

- DRESSING FOR BODY TYPE
- Best fit/ cuts/ shapes
- Loose vesus tight/ skin versus no skin

- DRESSING FOR COLORING
- Hair / skin

- DRESSING FOR PERSONALITY/AGE/FINANCIAL STATUS
- arts/ finance/ sports
- budget

- DRESSING FOR OCCASIONS/SETTINGS
- casual/dates/work 
- Seasons
- Day/ night



CLOTHING UNIVERSE
- TOPS

- tees
- Button-downs
- sweaters/ sweatshirts/ hoodies

- BOTTOMS
- Jeans
- khakis/ slacks/trousers
- Sweatpants/ robes

- OUTERWEAR
- jackets/ coats/ vests

- SHOES
- casual/fancy

- OTHER
- hats/ scarves/ socks/ 
- sunglasses-glasses/ 
- watches/ jewelry



EDUCATION
*if you want to be a legend, you have to dress the part



MOLLY’S QUICK TRICKS TO DRESSING

What is your body shape?

*KNOW IT, OWN IT, LOVE IT



MOLLY’S QUICK TRICKS TO DRESSING

What fabrics work best for your body type?

- Depending on body shapes, certain fabrics 
look better on the body than others

- Fabrics can be broken down into 
lightness/heaviness versus stiffness/drape of 
fabric

- Generally speaking, lighter-weight/ drapey 
fabrics work better for more 
structured/angular body types

- While heavier-weight/stiffer fabrics work better 
for rounder/softer body types

- TIP= LOOK AT YOUR JAWLINE/ FINGER TIPS 
TO ASSESS BODY TYPES



MOLLY’S QUICK TRICKS TO DRESSING

What is your skin tone & hair coloring?
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MOLLY’S QUICK TRICKS TO DRESSING

QUICK COLORING GUIDE

- Depending on skin/hair tones, 
some colors work better than 
others

- Generally speaking, warmer colors 
work better on light-medium skin 
tones

- While cooler colors work better on 
medium - dark

- Key is to stay within your zone! 
- Warmer vs. cooler zones

* You can go outside of your zone as 
long as you PAIR that particular color 
with something else that suits you

warm cool



MOLLY’S QUICK TRICKS TO DRESSING

QUICK LESSON ON LIGHT

- Each of the globes on the right absorbs light/ 
reflects light differently

- Surfaces go from matte to medium to shiny
- Fabrics work the same way - can have matte/ 

medium/ lustrous surfaces
- Wools can be matte to medium

- Merino wool is nicest quality
- Silk is the most expensive fabric because it is 

shiny! 
- Dressing is an illusion = a way to make the body 

look proportional & fit (survival of the fittest)
- KEY is to balance matte surfaces/ textures with 

shiny surfaces
- In a given outfit, aim to have at least one 

element of each surface sheen



MOLLY’S QUICK TRICKS TO DRESSING

What is your occupation? What are your hobbies? Who are your role models?



MOLLY’S QUICK TRICKS TO DRESSING

Who would you like to attract? What is your ultimate dream/ happy place?

- Before you attract someone else, fix yourself up first and feel good
- You instantly become more attractive when you exude confidence/ like what you are 

using to represent yourself
- KEY is to create harmony in your outfit & wear clothes that suit YOU

- Ask yourself who you are and who you aspire to be
- Dress for the role you want to play to be taken seriously

- Are you in music? Finance but entrepreneurial? Engineering but love to paint?
- Dressing is ALL BS= even if you don’t have your life together, you can fake it by 

dressing well, which could lead to serious connections!
- If you think about your happy place, imagine what you would wear

- How can you incorporate that outfit into everyday dressing?



MOLLY’S QUICK TIPS

KEY TO LOOKING SHARP IS 
- Dressing for your body type
- Dressing for you hair/skin coloring
- Dressing for your profession/ interests/ hobbies
- BALANCE BALANCE BALANCE in a given outfit of

- Color combinations
- Light weight versus heavy weight materials
- Shiny versus matte surfaces

DRESSING IS AN ILLUSION
-ACCENTUATE YOUR FEATURES
-ELONGATE YOUR BODY BY DRESSING IN MONOCHROMATIC COLOR SCHEMES
-EXPRESS YOURSELF!

-life is too short not to!

RECAP



TOPS & SWEATERS

WHERE TO BUY
-H&M, ZARA, OLD NAVY, GAP, NORDSTROMS/RACK
-SAK’s/ NEIMANS
-$-$$$$



BOTTOMS

WHERE TO BUY
-H&M/ ZARA 
-NORDSTROM’S/ JCREW/ BLOOMINGDALES/ SAK’S
-$$ - $$$



OUTERWEAR

WHERE TO BUY
-H&M/ NORDSTROM’S/ JCREW/ BLOOMINGDALES/ NEIMANS
-$$ - $$$$



SHOES

WHERE TO BUY
-NORDSTROM’S RACK/ JCREW/ BLOOMINGDALES/ LORD&TAYLOR
-WOMEN JUDGE MEN BASED ON SHOES THEY WEAR. WEAR NICE ONES!
-$$$

NO FLIP FLOPS
NO BOATING SHOES



OTHER

WHERE TO BUY
-NORDSTROM’S RACK/ JCREW/ BLOOMINGDALES/ LORD&TAYLOR
-$-$$$$
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